






































































!" ℎ = 12'(ℎ) *+,- |/012/(3+ − 3-)5
2.#Compute#weights#by#minimizing#
mean#squared#prediction#error#min9:5 = ;<= >? + ∑+2BC ∑-2BC D+D-E+- − 2∑+2BC D+E+?
subject#to#∑+2BC D+ = 1










" ℎ = < + (G5 − <) 3|ℎ|2= − 12 |ℎ|= I
1.#Compute#and#model#covariance#spatial#structure
!" ℎ = 12'(ℎ) *+,- |/012/(3+ − 3-)5
2.#Compute#weights#by#minimizing#
mean#squared#prediction#error#min9:5 = ;<= >? + ∑+2BC ∑-2BC D+D-E+- − 2∑+2BC D+E+?
subject#to#∑+2BC D+ = 1
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The#Takeaway:
Kriging is#as#easy#as
1#… 2#…#3#!
Data$Demonstration
►Simulated+data:
■ Lexan+projectile+impacting+a+glass+
surface
■ Chamber+pressure:+4.23+Torr
■ Plate+thickness:+2.45+cm
► Objectives:
■ Compute+dense+estimates+of+a+
single+“PDV”+trace+given+sparse+
simulation+data
■ Compute+dense+surface+
reconstruction+of+a+“line+of+PDV”+
traces
Simulation+provided+by+B.+T.+Meehan
Data$Demonstration
►Kriging'on'a'single'PDV'trace'
Data$Demonstration
►Surface)reconstruction)map
Original)Simulation Kriging)Map
Future&Outlook
Capabilities*of*the*final*surface*reconstruction*software:
► An*interactive*GUI*for*the*user
► Integrate*multiple*diagnostics
► Experiment*and*simulation*comparison
► Experimental*design*features
► Quality*assurance*for*metrology
► Visualization*interface
■ Visualize*surface*location,*velocity,*signal*strength,*data*dropout/loss,*ejecta,*
userGdefined*anomalies
► Diagnostic*agreement
